VAIO® A SERIES
Notebook Accessories Fall 2004

Empower and Enhance Your VAIO® PC Capabilities.
ADDITIONAL LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY

USB OPTICAL MOUSE

PCGA-BP2EA

Stylish and
ergonomic design.
Low maintenance
opticalsensor for
smooth movement.

Extend the life of
your VAIO notebook.
ADDITIONAL AC ADAPTER
PCGA-AC19V7
PCGA-AC19V3

Pick up a spare
adapter so you
can have one at
home and one
at work.
PORT REPLICATOR
VGP-PRA1

USB OPTICAL MOBILE
MOUSE

Versatile,
lightweight
bag designed
for the VAIO
customers
with urban
style. Room for files, mobile
accessories and up to 17” LCD
VAIO PC. External Dimensions:
17"W x 13"H x 5"D

PCGA-UMS3/B (Black)
PCGA-UMS3/S (Silver)

SPORT BACKPACK

PCGA-UMS5

A compact size and
included cable clip for mobile
use. A contemporary design
perfectly matched VAIO notebooks.

VGP-AMB2

With the port
replicator you
get one connection to your office network and
all your peripherals. Ports: DC
in, 2 USB, RJ-45 Ethernet, VGA
output, DVI-D, S Video out,
Video out, audio in (pin jack),
audio out (pin jack), optical
audio out

WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE

ADDITIONAL USB FLOPPY
DRIVE

WIRELESS KEYBOARD KIT

PCGA-UFD5

Connect this
portable floppy
drive directly to the USB port
on your VAIO notebook.
EXTERNAL SPEAKERS
PCGA-SP1

Cone shaped
bass and radiant
duct are designed
to offer powerful
bass sound. 3W + 3W amplifier
output. Enjoy dynamic home
entertainment.
USB VISUAL COMMUNICATION CAMERA
PCGA-UVC11A

This sleek and
compact camera
offers high quality images.
Shoot and share
the video mails with audio.
With CMOS VGA (640x480)
Sensor. Dimensions: 2.38"W x
1.38"H x 1.25"D

PCGA-WMS5/S

Reduce tangled
cords on your
desk. This batteryoperated mouse
offers style, wireless convenience and smooth,
precise control. A USB powered
receiver is included.
VGP-WKB1

Use as a keyboard on the
desktop or
close the
palm rest and
use the touchpad on your lap.
The kit includes a wireless keyboard and mouse, and USB
wireless receiver.
USB BLUETOOTH ADAPTER
®

1

PCGA-BA2

Connect to other
Bluetooth enabled
devices such as
PDAs, cell phones.
512MB ADDITIONAL MEMORY MODULE

Stylish, convenient and
comfortable backpack with
efficient storage
for up to 17” LCD
VAIO notebook
and accessories. External
dimensions: 14"W x 20"H x 8"D
NOTEBOOK BACKPACK
PCGA-CCP3/H, /L, /R,
/G

Compact backpack
that holds up to
15.4” LCD VAIO
notebook and plenty of files and
accessories so you can enjoy
the convenience of hands-free
commuting. Available in 4 colors. (Gray, Blue, Red, and Olive)
External dimensions: 14"W x
18.5"H x 7"D
NOTEBOOK & AC ADAPTER
CASES
PCGA-CCN1S (15” LCD model)
VGP-AMC3 (15.4” WLCD model)
VGP-AMC2 (17” WLCD model)

Protect your notebook PC from
scratches.
Neoprene offers
durable and waterresistant protection. The AC
adapter case helps you to manage the cords.

VGP-MM512G

Install an additional memory
module so you can open and
run more applications
at once.
UNIVERSAL
CARRYING CASE
VGP-AMB1

60GB2 EXTERNAL HARD
DRIVE
PCGA-HDM06

Spacious storage with i.LINK®
interface5 for
backup, AV files
and more. Compact design and

included case makes it perfect
for porable use.
802.11a/b/g WIRELESS LAN
ROUTER
ACCESS POINT3
PCWA-AR800

Sony’s original
and unique design
offers the ability to extend the
antenna from the router to maximize wireless reception. 3 LAN
ports available to share the network connection. Supports
UPnP and VPN. Up to
108Mbps.
MEMORY CARD ADAPTER
VGP-MCA10

It allows you to
instantly read and
write to a variety of
Memory Cards via
a PC card slot on you PC:
MemoryStick®, Memory Stick
Pro , MutiMediaCard,
SecureDigital Media,
SmartMedia4.
TM

CLEANING KIT
PCGA-CG10

Clean up
dust and
fingerprints
on the notebook screen quickly and safely.
This convenient cleaning kit
includes a high quality cleaning
cloth, handy cleaning mitten
and mobile case.
1. Interoperability among Bluetooth
devices varies.
2.60GB means one billion bytes when
referring to hard drive capacity.
Accessible capacity may vary.
3. Some features depend on available
Internet service which requires a fee.
Sony does not guarantee the security of
wireless communications.
4. Does not support Memory Stick®
media and Memory Stick PROTM media
using the MagicGateTM function. Tested
to support Memory Stick PROTM media
for up to 1GB. Does not support 5.0V
SmartMedia media or the ID function of
SmartMedia media with IDs. Does not
support the SD Memory Card media
copyright protection function.
5. i.LINK is a trademark of Sony used

only to designate that a product contains
an IEEE 1394 connector. All products
with an i.LINK connector may not communicate with each other.
©2004 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights
reserved. Reproduction in whole or in
part without written permission is prohibited. Sony, i.LINK, Memory Stick,
Memory Stick Pro, Magic Gate, Click to
DVD, Like No Other, and VAIO are trademarks of Sony. Microsoft, Windows and
Outlook are trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. All other trademarks are
trademarks of their respective owners.
This product meets the standards of the
International Energy Star Program for
energy efficiency. Features and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Weights and measurements are
approximate.
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